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John Sutherland and John Crace 707

Sex and Marriage . . . 
10am / Bodleian: Divinity School / £11
Sex and marriage do not always go together like the
proverbial horse and carriage. From the bawdy Moll
Flanders through the closed bedroom door of the
Victorians to the 50 Shades novels – what can
literature tells us about how to have a good sex life
and a happy marriage? 

With their usual irreverent and amusing take on
literature, professor, author and critic John Sutherland
and John Crace, author of the digested reads book
Brideshead Revisited, take us on a romp through the
changing literary attitudes to sex and marriage. 

John Sutherland

Julie Summers 710

Jambusters: e Women’s Institute 
at War 1939-1945
10am / Christ Church: Festival Room 2 / £11
Julie Summers tells the remarkable story of the role
played by ordinary women in rural communities across
Britain during the war, describing it as the WI’s ‘finest
hour’. It is a story of how women, held together by the
WI, bust logjams, got round bureaucracy and
improvised to help the war effort. They completed a
major report on evacuation; influenced Government
policy on health, education, housing and
reconstruction; ran canteens for troops; and cooked for
farmworkers.

Summers lives in Oxford and describes herself as a
biographer and historian, but most importantly as a
story teller.

Julie Summers

W O M E N  I N  S O C I E T Y  P RO G R A M M E
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alexandra harris 713

Virginia Woolf
10am / Christ Church: Blue Boar / £11
Cultural historian and writer Alexandra Harris provides
the perfect introduction to the life and work of
novelist Virginia Woolf. Harris looks at each of Woolf’s
novels in context and explains why the author
continues to haunt and inspire us 70 years after her
death. She follows Woolf from her Victorian childhood
to the experimental Bloomsbury period, through an
intense and unconventional life that was marred by
mental illness.

Harris is a lecturer in English at the University of
Liverpool. Her first book, Romantic Moderns: English
Writers, Artists and the Imagination from Virginia Woolf
to John Piper, won the Guardian First Book Award.

Alexandra Harris

Box Office 0870 343 1001 • oxfordliteraryfestival.org

Kate Mosse and antony Beevor 720
Chaired by Paul Blezard
Introduced by 
dame Mary richardson, 
Chair, e English Speaking Union
historical Fact and Fiction 
10am / Sheldonian Theatre / £11-£25
An award-winning
historian and an
international
bestselling novelist
talk about their
different approaches
to researching the
historical
background to their
work, under the
chairmanship of
broadcaster and
writer Paul Blezard.

Antony Beevor is a
multi-award-winning
military historian who has published four novels and
ten works of non-fiction – including Stalingrad; The
Spanish Civil War; Crete – The Battle and the
Resistance; Paris After the Liberation 1944-1949; and
D-Day – The Battle for Normandy.  His latest work is
The Second World War, a full history of the war
which aims to fill in many of the black holes in our
knowledge.

Kate Mosse is the author of the international
bestselling Labyrinth, named in 2007 by
Waterstones as one of the best books of the last 25
years. Her latest work, Citadel, is the third novel in
the Labyrinth trilogy that explores the history and
legends of Carcassonne and the Languedoc. Citadel
is a story of resistance during World War II. Mosse is
a regular on our TV screens, having presented BBC
4’s Readers’ and Writers’ Roadshow and often
appearing on BBC Breakfast News and BBC 2’s The
Review Show. She is a co-founder of the Orange
Prize for Fiction. 

in association with 
e English Speaking Union

Kate Mosse
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Stephen Grosz talks to 722
Kate Summerscale
e Examined Life: how We Lose
and Find Ourselves
10am / Corpus Christi / £11
Practising psychoanalyst Stephen Grosz distils more
than 50,000 hours of conversation into 31 stories that
give an insight into the everyday lives of all of us,
stories about the people we love, the changes we
undergo and the grief we have to bear. The stories
show how we lose ourselves but also how we can find
ourselves, and they also provide a self-portrait of the
analyst, demonstrating how lessons learned in the
consulting room can reveal as much to the analyst as
to the patient.

Grosz has worked as a psychoanalyst for 25 years,
teaching clinical technique at the Institute of
Psychoanalysis and psychoanalytic theory at University
College London.

Stephen Grosz

Kate Summerscale

Gordon Campbell 702

e hermit in the Garden: From
Imperial rome to Ornamental
Gnome
12 noon / Christ Church: Festival Room 2 / £11
Professor Gordon Campbell explains the 18th-century
craze for ornamental hermits in the garden that still
lives on today in the form of the garden gnome.
Campbell traces the hermit’s origins to the villa of
Roman emperor Hadrian in the second century AD. But
it was in 18th-century Georgian England that the
ornamental hermit enjoyed its heyday as many
landowners constructed fashionable follies with
hermitages. The hermitages were populated with
imaginary hermits and, in some cases, with real ones.
The fashion died out at the end of the 18th century
but Campbell explains how the ornamental hermit
lives on in art, literature and drama and in today’s
garden gnome.

Campbell is professor of Renaissance studies at the
University of Leicester and author of the bestselling
Bible: The Story of the King James Bible.

Sponsored by 

Gordon Campbell

Photo: Bettina von Zw
ehl
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artemis Cooper 703

Patrick Leigh Fermor: an adventure 
12 noon / Corpus Christi College / £12
Patrick Leigh Fermor was a war hero and one of the
most celebrated travel writers of the 20th century. He
died in 2011 and Artemis Cooper draws on years of
interviews with him and his friends and full access to
his archives to portray a man of extraordinary gifts
who inspired passionate friendship.

Fermor’s war exploits in Crete (including the
kidnapping of a German general) are legendary, but it
is for his magnificent travel books that he is best
known. He is particularly celebrated for his books
about his pre-war walk across Europe, A Time of Gifts
and Between the Woods and the Water.

Cooper is author of a number of books, including Cairo
in the War, 1939-1945 and Writing at the Kitchen Table:
The Authorised Biography of Elizabeth David. She is
working on the unfinished manuscript of the third
volume of Fermor’s memoir of his 1930s walking trip
from the Hook of Holland to Istanbul, which will be
published in 2013.  

Artemis Cooper

Box Office 0870 343 1001 • oxfordliteraryfestival.org

Catherine Bailey 714

e Secret rooms: e Mysterious
death of the duke of rutland
12 noon / Christ Church: Blue Boar / £11
Writer and television producer Catherine Bailey
uncovers the true story of the mysterious death of the
ninth Duke of Rutland in April 1940 at the family
home, Belvoir Castle. It is the tale of a plotting
Duchess, a castle full of lies and of a dark and
disturbing period in the Rutland family that they were
determined to keep hidden for 60 years. 

Bailey is an award-winning television producer and
director. She is also author of Black Diamonds: The Rise
and Fall of an English Dynasty.

Catherine Bailey

Photo: Konrad G
abriel
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Julian Barnes talks to hermione Lee       

Julian Barnes: rough the Window
12 noon / Sheldonian Theatre / £15-£50 
One of our greatest
living writers, Julian
Barnes, discusses his
life and work and
accepts the Sunday
Times Award for
Literary Excellence
from the
newspaper’s literary
editor, Andrew
Holgate.

Barnes is the author
of numerous novels,
essays and stories
and has won the
highest literary
accolades in the UK,
France, the United
States, and across
Europe. In France,
he is the only writer
to have won both
the Prix Fémina and
the Prix Médicis and
he was also made a
Commandeur de l’Ordre des Arts et des Lettres. His most
recent novel, The Sense of an Ending, won the Booker Prize in
2011. Chair of the judges Dame Stella Rimington said it had
‘the makings of a classic of English literature. It is exquisitely
written, subtly plotted and reveals new depths with each
reading’.

Barnes’s other novels include Metroland; Flaubert’s Parrot; A
History of the World in 10½ Chapters; and Arthur & George. In
2012 he published Through the Window, a collection of
essays on the books and authors that have meant most to
him throughout his career. His new book, Levels of Life, a
mixture of fiction, memoir and history, is published this April.

Barnes is interviewed by Hermione Lee, critic, biographer and
President of Wolfson College, Oxford. 

Sponsored by

Photo: Ellen W
arner-K

nopf

THE SUNDAY TIMES AWARD FOR LITERARY EXCELLENCE

716

The Wedgwood
Portland vase replica
is presented each year
to the recipient of The
Sunday Times Award
for Literary Excellence

Previous recipients of the Sunday
Times Award for Literary Excellence at
the Oxford Literary Festival have been:

Anne Tyler 2012
Michael Frayn 2011
John Le Carré 2010
Ian McEwan 2009
Sir Tom Stoppard 2008
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Philip howard 721

Lost Words
12 noon / Bodleian: Convocation House / £11
Philip Howard’s Lost Words column has been appearing
in The Times newspaper for many years. Howard wittily
outlines the meanings of some of the obscurer and
more esoteric words in the English language. These are
words that enrich the language and might otherwise
be lost forever – words such as maritality, charientism,
sardonian, janiform and faticidal.

Howard is a former literary editor of The Times and is
author of many popular works on the English language
including Word-Watching; Words Fail Me and A Word in
Your Ear.

Philip Howard

Box Office 0870 343 1001 • oxfordliteraryfestival.org

Simon Stokes, Christine Plews 719
and Caroline Van Zyl
Blake Lapthorn – Lawyers to the
Festival Present Getting the most out
of the Law (and Lawyers)
12 noon / Christ Church: Festival Room 1 / £5
Negotiating a well-drafted author/publisher contract is
key to a successful author/publisher relationship.
Authors also need to focus on how they deal with their
literary assets and royalty streams both during their
lifetime and after their death. This workshop will
explore the legal issues facing authors from the
creation of their works onwards, with practical advice
on what to look out for in publishing contracts, how to
avoid expensive libel law suits and what steps to take
to protect and preserve your copyrights and other
intellectual property assets whether on a relationship-
breakdown or after your death. The workshop will be
led by partner Simon Stokes from Blake Lapthorn’s
publishing team and supported by Christine Plews,
partner, and Caroline van Zyl, associate, from Blake
Lapthorn’s private client team.

Sponsored by

Anne Tyler receiving
the 2012 Sunday
Times Award for
Literary Excellence at
The Sheldonian
Theatre 

Photo: Eddie G
allacher
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James Buchan and david 726
Patrikarakos and Mehri honarbin-
holliday. Chaired by ann Leslie
Iran: e atomic State
12 noon / Bodleian: Divinity School / £11
Two journalists and an academic and writer look at
modern-day Iran and reflect on the implications of it
becoming a nuclear state.  

James Buchan has been visiting Iran for nearly 40
years. In Days of God, he gives an inside view of the
Iranian Revolution and the way it brought about a
quarter century of warfare. Writer and journalist David
Patrikarakos is author of Nuclear Iran: The Birth of an
Atomic State, the most comprehensive examination of
Iran’s nuclear programme written to date. Mehri
Honarbin-Holliday is an academic and author of
Becoming Visible in Iran: Women in Contemporary
Iranian Society, which disputes westerm stereotypes
about Muslim women and shows how they are
challenging the patriarchal conceptions of their society.

Discussions will be chaired by journalist Dame Ann
Leslie.

Nigel Warburton 728

Free Speech: a Very Short
Introduction
1.15pm / Blackwell Bookshop / Free
Welcome to a Very Short Introduction soapbox. A short
talk lasting 15 minutes from an expert in the field. The
talk is free and takes place in Blackwell Bookshop,
Broad Street.

Senior lecturer in philosophy at the Open University
Nigel Warburton provides a guide to important
questions facing modern society about the values and
limits of free speech; should we be free to offend
others’ religions, and has the Internet changed
everything?

Sponsored by 

Nigel Warburton

Photo: D
avid H

artley/Rex Features

David Patrikarakos Mehri Honarbin-Holliday

Ann Leslie

Supported by 

Ian and Carol Sellars
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antony Beevor 704

e Second World War
2pm / Sheldonian Theatre / £11-£25
Multi-award-
winning military
historian Antony
Beevor tells the full
story of World War
II. While most
people expect the
story to begin with
the invasion of
Poland and end with
either the death of
Hitler or V-J Day,
Beevor says we have
had too many black
holes in our
knowledge for too
long. His narrative begins in August 1939 with
General Zhukov’s defeat of the Japanese on the
Mongolian-Manchurian border and ends with the
Soviet invasion of northern China. In between,
Beevor covers the full horror of war in Europe, Africa
and Asia, and he demonstrates that the Second
World War was not just a clash between the Allied
powers and the Axis and Japan but also an
international civil war in which many people found
themselves crushed by rival factions.

Beevor was educated at Winchester and Sandhurst.
He left the British Army to write and has published
four novels and ten works of non-fiction, including
Stalingrad; The Spanish Civil War; Crete – The Battle
and the Resistance; Paris After the Liberation 1944-
1949; and D-Day – The Battle for Normandy. 

This event is held in association with the Folio
Society, which has published editions of Beevor’s
Stalingrad and Paris After the Liberation.

Sponsored by

Barry Millington talks to 706
david Freeman
richard Wagner: e Sorcerer 
of Bayreuth
2pm / Christ Church: Blue Boar / £11
Barry Millington draws
on recent scholarship
to throw new light on
the issues and
controversies
surrounding the life of
composer Richard
Wagner. The composer
of the Ring Cycle has
always polarised
opinion, having a
reputation variously as
an egoist, philanderer,
wife-stealer and anti-
Semite, but also as one
of the greatest artists
of all time.  Millington, one of the world’s leading
Wagner scholars, talks to literary journalist and
broadcaster David Freeman about the composer’s
relationships with his wife, Cosima, and with his
mistress, Mathilde Wesendonck. He looks at Wagner’s
fetish for wearing silks and satins, his self-promotion,
his anti-Semitism and at his legacy. And he explains
why he believes the Ring Cycle is one of the enduring
pillars of Western civilisation. Excerpts from the Ring
Cycle will intersperse the conversation.

Millington is chief music critic for the London Evening
Standard and editor of The Wagner Journal. He has
written or co-edited seven books on Wagner.

Barry Millington



 

      
EFG Private Bank Limited, Leconfield House, Curzon Street, London W1J 5JB  Telephone + 44 20 7491 9111  
EFG Private Bank Limited is authorised and regulated by the Financial Services Authority and a member 
of the London Stock Exchange. Registered in England and Wales no. 2321802. Registered office as above.  
A member of EFG International. www.efginternational.com

Practitioners of the craft of private banking

Proud sponsors of  
The Sunday Times EFG Private 
Bank Short Story Award



Forthcoming Auctions 2013

Tuesday 30 April 

Tuesday 25 June 

Tuesday 10 September

Tuesday 26 November 

Valuations

Our books specialists will 
be available throughout 
the year to offer free and 
confidential auction 
valuations by appointment. 
Home visits may also 
be arranged.

01865 853 646  
john.walwynjones@bonhams.com 

BECKETT (SAMUEL)
Murphy, FIRST EDITION, 
publisher’s cloth, dust-jacket, 8vo, 
George Routledge, [1938]
Sold for £15,000

Bonhams
Banbury Road
Shipton-on-Cherwell
Kidlington
Oxford OX5 1JH

Oxford Books

International Auctioneers and Valuers – bonhams.com
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Mark Tredinnick talks to 711
Jem Poster
Conversations with Poets
2pm / Christ Church: Festival Room 2 / £8
Australian writer Mark Tredinnick is winner of the 2012
Cardiff International Poetry Competition, as well as the
2011 Montreal Poetry Prize, and has been described by
Judith Beveridge as ‘one of our great poets of place’.
This event will focus on his recent poetry, highlighting
its concern with the natural environment. Tredinnick
talks to Professor Jem Poster, a poet and novelist,
academic director of the Sunday Times Oxford Literary
Festival, and former professor and chair of creative
writing at Aberystwyth University.

Mark Tredinnick

Ian Cobain 712

Cruel Britannia: a Secret history 
of Torture
2pm / Bodleian: Convocation House / £11
Britain does not do torture. At least, that is the official
line. Award-winning journalist Ian Cobain argues,
however, that the evidence is irrefutable. When there is
a potential threat to national security, the gloves come
off. Cobain draws on previously unseen official
documents and the accounts of witnesses and experts
to uncover a secret and shocking record of torture. The
story stretches from the Second World War to the War
on Terror via Kenya and Northern Ireland. Cobain says
that Britain has systematically turned to torture,
turning a blind eye and bending the law, while all the
time issuing denials.

Ian Cobain
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2pm / Corpus Christi / £38
This event costs £38 and lasts half a day.

2pm Welcome
Dr Anna Keay, Director of the
Landmark Trust 

2.10pm Setting the scene:
introduction 
John Mullan, professor of
English at University College
One of the most influential
British novelists of the second
half of the 20th century, John
Fowles helped to create literary
fiction and to find a huge
readership for it. Formally daring
and playful, he is our first post-
modernist novelist. Books like
The Collector, The Magus – in
the BBC’s Big Read list of the
nation’s 100 favourite novels –
and The French Lieutenant’s
Woman quickly became best-sellers and, later, films.
Our afternoon is chaired by John Mullan, who says
that Fowles showed that: ‘A highly literary novel
could also be a potential bestseller . . . he offered
readers literary pleasure as well as the voltage they
expected from contemporary fiction.’

2.25pm The French Lieutenant’s Woman’s
Legacy
Robert Eaglestone, Professor of Contemporary
Literature and Thought at Royal Holloway
Fowles’s most famous novel, The French Lieutenant’s
Woman, had an enormous effect, both because of its
innovative style and because of the way it ‘re-
imagined’ the Victorians. It kick-started the trend for
‘re-telling’ Victorian life from controversial angles,
both in fiction – Sarah Waters, Michael Faber – and
in popular history – Kate Summerscale. Robert
Eaglestone explores Fowles’s literary legacy and
recalls: ‘I read The French Lieutenant’s Woman much
too young – but it had a huge impact on me.’

3.10pm The Journals of John Fowles
Charles Drazin, of Queen Mary College and editor
of John Fowles’s journals

The nearly two million words
in John Fowles’s journals were
at the very heart of his
identity as a writer, serving as
an engine room for his
creativity and inspiration.
They were his longest, most
sustained literary activity,
preceding and outlasting his
career as a novelist. Described
as a literary landmark and
one of the most
extraordinary journals of our
time, this work was edited by
Charles Drazin, who will recall
what it was like to work with
Fowles at Lyme Regis and
discuss the insight that the
journals offer into his life and
work. 

3.55-4.25pm Tea

4. 25pm  What influences shaped and inspired
John Fowles? 
John Sutherland, Emeritus Lord Northcliffe
Professor of English Literature at University
College London, author, columnist and critic
‘Literary life and work are inseparable and mutually
illuminating,’ says John Sutherland in his book, Lives
of the Novelists: A History of Fiction in 294 Lives. Here
he debates the value of understanding the influences
that inspired  John Fowles’s writing career from
significant authors like Camus, Fournier and Hardy to
his childhood upbringing, with particular reference to
Daniel Martin, the most autobiographical of his
novels. 

5.00 – 5.45pm Continuing the conversation:
discussion with the panel and audience

The Landmark Trust is raising funds to restore John
Fowles’s former house in Lyme Regis, Dorset, and
make it available to all.

In association with

John Fowles 717

an afternoon celebrating John Fowles  
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Students of Oxford academy and 718
of Oxford Brookes Ma Creative
Writing Course
Oxford academy and Oxford Brookes
Creative Writing Project
2pm / Christ Church: Hall / £7
This session will feature a group of 12 Oxford Academy
students from years 7 and 8, who will read from the
writing they have created collaboratively under the
direction and tuition of four Oxford Brookes University
students on the MA Creative Writing programme,
across the first months of 2013. 

Initiated in January 2012, this unique student-led
collaboration of the Oxford Academy, Oxford Brookes
University and the Sunday Times Oxford Literary
Festival guarantees a moving and inspiring hour
featuring some of the youngest, brightest and most
promising writers in Oxford. 

Lionel Shriver 724

e New republic
2pm / Bodleian: Divinity School / £11 

Award-winning writer Lionel Shriver talks
about her novel, The New

Republic. It follows Edgar
Kellog, a disgruntled lawyer
ready to quit a lucrative
career for the excitement of

journalism. He takes a post as
foreign correspondent in a

Portuguese backwater that has spawned a terrorist
group. The novel tackles issues such as terrorism and
more intimate questions such as what makes one
person magnetic while the rest inspire only a shrug.

Shriver lives in both London and New York. She has
written several novels including the Orange-Prize-
winning We Need to Talk About Kevin, which was made
into a film with Tilda Swinton.

Lionel Shriver

W O M E N  I N  S O C I E T Y  P RO G R A M M E
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William ayot 708

Email From the Soul
4pm / Bodleian: Convocation House / £11
William Ayot’s emotionally charged poetry has inspired
leaders around the world. Email From the Soul was not
written for poets but came out of a decade of Ayot’s
work in boardrooms and in business schools, where he
is much in demand as a speaker, facilitator and
leadership coach. The poems in Email From the Soul
speak directly to the challenges that leaders face,
particularly at times of change, and Ayot delivers them
in a deeply felt and inspirational fashion.

Ayot was employed in London’s casino industry while
working on his development as a playwright and poet.
He experienced a personal crisis in his thirties that led
him to years of study under a series of teachers and
shamans. He went on to use poetry to lead men’s
groups in rehabilitation centres and prisons.  As a co-
director of Olivier Mythodrama, he worked for more
than a decade to bring imaginative writing and poetry
to organisations and business schools across the globe.
He set up On the Border, a groundbreaking poetry
initiative in Chepstow, which in turn led to the setting
up of NaCOT, a home and centre for spoken poetry,
storytelling and oratory that reaches out to people of
all ages and backgrounds.

Ayot’s published work includes several volumes of
poetry and the plays Bengal Lancer and Shakespeare’s
Ear. This event is part of the festival’s leadership strand,
which is in its second year. 

William Ayot

Ian donaldson 709

Ben Jonson and Fame
4pm / Christ Church: Festival Room 2 / £11
Professor Ian Donaldson draws on freshly discovered
writings by and about Ben Jonson for this new
biography of the English Renaissance playwright and
poet. Donaldson provides a full picture of Jonson’s
eventful life and of his varied interests, and discusses
newly identified work, including a complete civic
entertainment and a new poem. The Jonson he
describes is a more complex and volatile character
than the traditional one, and is one who foresees the
modern age.

Donaldson is honorary professorial fellow in the School
of Culture and Communication, University of
Melbourne, and has taught at Oxford and Cambridge.
His previous works include The World Upside-Down:
Comedy From Jonson to Fielding, and he is co-editor of
The Cambridge Edition of the Works of Ben Jonson.

Ian Donaldson

L E A D E R S H I P  P RO G R A M M E



alison MacLeod, Joanna Trollope, 725
andrew O’hagan, Lionel Shriver 
and andrew holgate 
how to Write a Successful Short Story
4pm / Christ Church: Blue Boar / £11 
The Sunday Times EFG Private Bank Short Story Award,
the richest prize for a single short story in the world, is
being presented at a gala dinner at this year’s Sunday
Times Oxford Literary Festival, with £30,000 going to
the winner.

But what goes to make a successful short story? What
are the do’s and, more importantly, the don’ts of
successful short story writing? What can we learn from
some of the great short stories in literature? And what
do the six shortlisted titles on this year’s Sunday Times
EFG Private Bank Short Story Award have to tell us
about the art of the short story, and about current
trends?

Alison MacLeod – novelist, short story writer, Professor
of Contemporary Fiction at the University of
Chichester and a teacher of creative writing –
considers the ways in which some of the best short
stories take life on the page, and talks to four of this
year's judges on the award – author of 17 highly
acclaimed and bestselling novels Joanna Trollope,
multi-award-winning novelists Andrew O'Hagan (Our
Fathers) and Lionel Shriver (We Need to Talk about
Kevin), and Sunday Times literary editor Andrew
Holgate – about what they look for in short story
writing.

In association with the Sunday Times EFG Private
Bank Short Story Award.

Sponsored by EFG Private Bank

Joanna Trollope
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Linda yueh, rana Mitter 729
and Jonathan Fenby.  
Chaired by Graham hutchings 
China: rising Power and Land 
of Contradictions
4pm / Bodleian: Divinity School / £11
China is the world’s most
densely populated country
and has its second largest
economy. Will it overtake
the USA or will there be a
slowdown of growth? Our
three authors, Dr Linda
Yueh, Professor Rana Mitter
and Jonathan Fenby, discuss
this country of
contradictions with its vast
peasant society and new
workforce benefiting from
the ‘economic miracle’.
What are the internal
consequences of growth on
human rights, the peasant
economy, and central
planning and control? What
are the roadbumps in the
way of China’s growth, for
example pensions, lack of a
welfare state and healthcare.
And what are the political and
economic consequences for the rest of the world? 

Yueh teaches economics at the University of Oxford
and directs the China Growth Centre at St Edmund
Hall. She is author of several books including her latest,
China’s Growth: The Making of an Economic
Superpower. Mitter is professor of the history and
politics of modern China at the University of Oxford
and author of Modern China: A Very Short Introduction.
He is also a BBC Radio 3 presenter. Fenby is a former
editor of the Observer and of the South China Morning
Post and author of Tiger Head, Snake Tails: China Today.
Discussions are chaired by Graham Hutchings, director
of analysis at Oxford Analytica, a sinologist and former
China correspondent of the Daily Telegraph, and author
of Modern China: A Companion to a Rising Power.

Linda Yueh

Jonathan Fenby

Supported by 

Ian and Carol Sellars
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Seamus heaney talks to 730
Kevin Crossley-holland
e Chancellor’s Lecture: Seamus
heaney – e Life of a Poet
5.30pm / Sheldonian Theatre / £15-50

At the invitation of the Chancellor of The University
of Oxford, Lord Patten of Barnes, Nobel prize-
winning poet Seamus Heaney talks to children’s
author and poet Kevin Crossley-Holland about his
life and career. Heaney is regarded by many as the
greatest poet of his age and was described by
Robert Lowell as ‘the most important Irish poet
since Yeats’. He was awarded the Nobel Prize for
Literature in 1995 and has received many other
awards, including the 2006 T S Eliot Prize for District
and Circle. The Nobel committee said the prize was
for ‘works of lyrical beauty and ethical depth, which
exalt everyday miracles and the living past’. His
twelfth and most recent collection of poems is
Human Chain, published in 2010.

Discussions will turn to Beowulf, one of the finest
works of Anglo-Saxon literature, which has been
translated from Old English by both Heaney and
Crossley-Holland. Heaney’s translation, a Whitbread
book of the year, is widely regarded as the finest
ever made of the poem, while Crossley-Holland
published his own verse translation of the poem at
the age of 27. The two will discuss the nature and
heart of the poem, the pitfalls of translating from
Old English, and the impact Beowulf has had on
Heaney’s own poetry in particular. 

Crossley-Holland is a poet and historical novelist,
author of The Penguin Book of Norse Myths, a
Carnegie Medallist, and President of the School
Library Association. 
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e Chancellor’s Lecture

Each year, The Chancellor of the University of Oxford,
Lord Patten of Barnes, CH, PC, invites a figure of
international eminence to give the Chancellor’s Lecture
at the Oxford Literary Festival, in Sir Christopher
Wren’s Sheldonian Theatre.

In 2009 the lecture was given by the great Peruvian
writer Dr Mario Vargas Llosa (who was awarded the
Nobel Prize for Literature in 2010).

In 2010 the lecture was given by Jung Chang, author of
The Wild Swans and Mao – the Untold Story.

In 2011 the lecture was to be given by HM King
Abdullah II of Jordan, but was postponed until a later
date.

In 2012 the lecture was given by Booker Prize winner
Vikram Seth.
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d J Taylor and John Crace 705

Parody
6pm / Bodleian: Divinity School / £11
Parody, according to F. R. Leavis, demeaned the
achievements of the writer being parodied. On the
other hand English literature is full of parodists – from
Thackeray and Max Beerbohm to more recent
exponents such as Craig Brown – whose work confirms
that top-class parody is actually a form of literary
criticism, exposing a writer’s quirks and limitations
with a precision that may be just as valuable as a full-
blown critical essay. Here D. J. Taylor, novelist,
biographer and author of Private Eye’s long-running
What You Didn’t Miss spot, and John Crace, who writes
the Guardian’s Digested Read column, discuss the
nature of parody, great parodists of the past, the uses
to which it can be put and the idea, canvassed by Craig
Brown, that large amounts of modern life are so absurd
and ridiculous as to be increasingly ‘beyond’ the
parodist’s scope.

D J Taylor is also appearing at The Glamour Decade?
Amis, Larkin and other 1950s’ Writers on Saturday,
March 23.

D J Taylor

John Crace

William Bynum 701

a Little history of Science
6pm / Christ Church: Festival Room 2 / £11
Who decided there were 60 seconds in a minute and
how do we know there are five trillion trillion bacteria
on Earth? These and many more questions are tackled
by Professor William Bynum in A Little History of
Science. Bynum tells the history of science through
the surprising and personal stories of scientists. He
recounts the change in our understanding of the stars,
looks beneath the surface of the planet, follows the
evolution of chemistry and introduces the physics
that explains gravity, electricity and the structure of
the atom.

Bynum is professor emeritus, history of medicine,
University College London. He is author of many works
including the recent Great Discoveries in Medicine.

Sponsored by 

William Bynum
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Wendy Moore 715

how to Create the Perfect Wife
6pm / Christ Church: Blue Boar / £11
Bestselling author Wendy Moore uncovers a true ‘My
Fair Lady’ from the Georgian era. Moore tells how
Thomas Day, a young man of means, adopted two
orphan girls and set about educating them to become
the meek and docile women he considered to be
marriage material. The girl of his choice, Sabrina
Sidney, went on to lead a difficult life but one that
brought her into contact with some of the leading
people of her age, including Erasmus Darwin and
Joseph Priestley  and pioneering women writers such
as Fanny Burney, Maria Edgeworth and Anna Seward.

Moore is a freelance journalist and writer. Her works
include the highly acclaimed Wedlock: How Georgian
Britain’s Worst Husband Met His Match.

Wendy Moore

Jonathan Wilson and 723
duncan hamilton
Football – e Ball is Still round
6pm / Bodleian: Convocation House / £11 
As the Premier League approaches its 21st birthday,
Jonathan Wilson and Duncan Hamilton discuss its
social and cultural impact and the profound changes it
has wrought on the game. They also look back at the
way football used to be before blanket television
coverage and millionaire salaries. 

Wilson is one of the most distinguished football
writers in the country. His books include a critically
acclaimed biography of Brian Clough, the prize-winning
Inverting the Pyramid, a history of tactics, and The
Outsider, the story of the goalkeeper. He is editor of
the quarterly magazine The Blizzard.

Duncan Hamilton is the author of Provided You Don’t
Kiss Me and The Footballer Who Could Fly. 

Duncan Hamilton
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Nick Groom 727

e Gothic: a Very Short Introduction
5.15pm / Blackwell Bookshop / Free
Welcome to a Very Short Introduction soapbox. A short talk lasting 15 minutes from an
expert in the field. The talk is free and takes place in Blackwell Bookshop, Broad Street.

Chair in English at the University of Exeter, Cornwall Campus, Nick Groom explains how
the Gothic has been a way of understanding and responding to the past, whether the
constitutional politics of 17th-century England or the racial politics of the United States.

Sponsored by 



1. Bring in the sales

If you’re frustrated with your web presence, or on-line sales and want the web 
to work best for you:- call or download our free guide to modern marketing:

tel: 0151 200 0866    gibsonstrategy.com/beautifulsites

Different Markets... 2 critical requirements...

We’re sure you’ll agree The 
Oxford Literary Festival and their 
team are something special; and 
when they approached us to help 
with their online presence we 
gave them the digital marketing 
platform they deserved. Custom 
made – easy to use – with social 
media – and optimised for search 
engines we backed this with digital 
marketing advice and support to 
deliver records sales. 

Digital Marketing Strategy | Branding | Research | Web  Development  
E-Commerce | Online Acquisition Systems | Email | SEO | Social | Mobile

2. Do it in style

Beautiful Sites..
That Sell

What happens when you want to 
market a premium product or a six 

idea? You need careful planning. 
For 30 years we have worked 
with some of the world’s greatest 
brands and developed proven 
marketing methodologies and 
systems which means you can 
sell with style. See how it’s done –
download a complimentary guide at 
gibsonstrategy.com/beautifulsites





Critchleys can provide
compliance, consultancy and
advisory services for every
financial stage of business
or personal life.

We are delighted to be part
of the The Sunday Times
Oxford Literary Festival 2013.

To find out more contact us
on 01865 261100 or email
marketing@critchleys.co.uk

www.critchleys.co.uk



Excellence in Motion…

Having long cemented our reputation as Oxford’s finest luxury chauffeur company,
we pride ourselves in being the market leaders in executive transport services.

Throughout the South East and Oxfordshire in particular, our name is synonymous
with quality, comfort, reliability and punctuality. 

Providing the most prestigious luxury vehicles and professionally trained
chauffeurs we are the company of choice for the most discerning of clients. 

At Five Star we have a simple company ethos and philosophy: to provide a service
unparalleled in terms of performance at a very competitive price.

Customer care and satisfaction are our primary objectives and it is this
commitment that has enabled us to have continued growth over the years. 

Our aspiration is not to be the biggest but certainly to be the best.

Our range of services include:

Airport Transfers
Rail Transfers
Meet & Greet Service
Event Management
Corporate Travel
Tours and Sightseeing

Tel: +44 (0)1865 744 944
Fax: +44 (0)1865 742 242

www.5starchauffeurs.com
enquiries@5starchauffeurs.com


